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BACKGROUND

CONFERENCE BROCHURE IDEAS

• Exploring options for creating a State Conference that
replicates the AOTA Annual Conference Experience
• AOTA's Annual Conference & Expo is the place where
occupational therapy students and practitioners
gather to collaborate, make connections, and
experience educational and leadership opportunities
(American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA),
2016).
• Conference expenses, including registration, travel,
and accommodations, can limit practitioner and
student access to a national conference. In addition,
many practitioners may find it challenging to take time
off from their work. Despite these challenges, the
knowledge gained at an AOTA annual conference
should not be missed.

RATIONALE
• Honorat (2015) indicated that a benefit of attending
national conference is the opportunity to share
knowledge and inspiration gained from conference
attendance. For example the author states:
• Do an in-service on relevant materials from
Conference for those who were not able to
attend. Start a project on a topic discussed in
Conference that interested you.
• Creating a venue for sharing that knowledge was the
inspiration behind the “AOTA Re-Boot” experience.
Honorat, D. (2015). Keys for a successful first conference. OT
Practice, 20(2), 19-20.
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STEPS TO TAKE
• Establish special conference committee including
members who attended the national conference to help
facilitate planning and organizational structure.
• Start by identifying local OT students and practitioners
who presented at the recent AOTA annual conference
using your conference brochure or online resources.
• Request that they once again share their presentation
at the local level.
• The committee then develops an outline for the type of
presentations and topics to be covered such as poster
sessions, short courses, and round table discussions.
• It is recommended that the conference also include
updates from the state president, legislative chair, and
the state RA representative, all relating to the
information shared at the AOTA annual conference.
• Build in opportunities to view videos from conference
including opening address, presidential address are
offered.
• In addition there are opportunities for updates on AOTA
membership as well as State Membership
• The “Re-Boot” makes the AOTA Annual Conference
accessible to local practitioners.

